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An Example Related to the Retraction Problem 

Przykład związany z zagadnieniem retrakcji

Abstract. Let X be a Banach space and let k\(X) denote the inflmum of all numbers k such 
that there exists a retraction of the unit ball onto the unit sphere being a ¿-set contraction. In this 
paper we prove that ¿i(C[0; 1]) = 1.

Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space with unit ball B and unit sphere
S. It is known that in contrary to the finite dimensional case, there exists a retraction 
R of B onto S. There are several open problems concerning possible regularity of 
such a retraction. For example it was proved that it can be lipschitzian ([5], [2]). 
However not much is known about how large its Lipschitz constant has to be. The 
history and facts about above problems can be found in [4].

An interesting open problems is the following. Let R : B —♦ S be a retraction 
(i.e. a continuous mapping such that x = Rx for all x € S) satisfying the Lipschitz 
condition

(1) ll-Rz - Ry II < ¿||x - y II , for all x, y 6 B .

Let k0(X) denote the infimum of k's for which such a retraction exists. It is 
known that k0(X) > 3 for any space X. Not much is known about the evaluation 
from above. Some rough evaluations are given in [4]. For example ¿o(-L’) < 10 an<l 
ko(H) < 65 (where H is a Hilbert space). All known evaluations seem to be far from 
being sharp.

Let us recall that the Hausdorff measure of noncompactnes of a bounded set 
A C X is the number x(A) defined as the infimum of such numbers r that A can be 
covered with a finite number of balls of radius r.

A mapping T is said to be ¿-set contraction if for all bounded sets E contained 
in its domain

(2) X(T(E)) < kX(E).

This condition was brought to the attention of specialists in fixed point theory 
by G. Darbo [3] who proved that any self-mapping of closed, bounded, convex sets 
satisfying (2) with ¿ < 1 have a fixed point.
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For more details concerning measures of noncompactnes and fc-set contractions 
we refer to [1].

If T is lipschitzian with constant k it is also fc-set contractions, but not conver- 
sly. For example all mappings of the from T = 1\ + Tj with T\ satisfying (1) and 
T2-compact (i.e. satisfying (2) with k = 0) are ¿-set contractions.

In this context the following questions arise.
Let R : B —♦ S be a retraction satisfying (2). Let ¿i(X) be the infimum of k’s 

for which such retraction exists. How big is ki(X) for particular classical Banach 
Spaces? Is fci(X) < ko(X)'! For which spaces ki(X) is minimal (maximal)?

Here we construct an example giving an answer to the above posed questions for 
the space X = C[0,1).

First, let us recall [1] that there is an explicite formula for the Hausdorff measure 
of noncompactnes in C[0,1]. For any bounded set U C C[0,1) we have

(3) x(U) = j-u0(U) = ± lim w(tZ,c) = | lim supw(/,e)
2 2 «-*0+ 2 r—»0+

where w(/, e) is the modulus of continuity of /;

w(/,c) = sup{|/(s)-/(<)| :i,«G [0,1], |t-s| < e| .

To start the construction, define a mapping Q : B —» B by

1/(1)

forte [0,^1) 

forte

It is easy to see that Q is continuous (but not uniformly) on B. We have 
IIQ/II = ll/ll f°r all f G B and Qf attains its norm in the interval [0, . Moreover
Qf = f for all f of norm one (/ € S).

Now observe that for any c € [0,1] and any f G B

U(Qf,e) = sup{|(Q/)(t) - (Q/)(s)|: |t - s| < e} 

<sup{|/(t)-/(s)|:|t-s|<r^}

s“(/TT57ii)s"(/’2e)
In view of (3) this implies u(QU,e) < u(U, 2e) for any U C B and consequently 

x(QU) < x(^) showing that Q is l-set contraction.
In the second step, for any u G (0, oo) let us deefine the mapping P„ : B —♦ X 

putting
(P,/)(t) = max|o, ^(2t - ||/|| - l) J

Notice that P„ is continuous and compact. It is also easy to see that (P„/)(<) = 0 
for any f G B and t G [0, ]M].
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Next consider the mapping Tu : B —* X

T„f = Qf + P.f.

Thus T„ is the sum of l-set contraction Q and compact Pu, so it is itself 1-set 
contraction. Moreover Tuf = f for all f of norm one while for any f € B we have an 
evaluation

||r./|| > max{||/||, (Ty/)(1)} = max{||/||,/(l) + ¡(1 - ||/||)} 

>max{||/||, ¡(1-H/ll)-II/«}

The last term attains its minimum for functions / with ||/|| = Thus
finally we have

l|T„/|| > u + 4
for all / e B.

Now we can define our retraction. Put

T.f
Pu/ = IIT./H

It is easy to observe that for any / € B

u(R.f,') < w(T./,£) < «(T„/,e)

which for any set U C B implies easily

wo(fiutf) < — wo(i^)
V

or in other words
X(RUU) <

Passing with u to infinity we obtain the family of retractions Ru : B —♦ S 
satisfying (3) with k = tending to 1. Thus we can formulate

Theorem I. &i(C[0,1]) = 1.

Obviously the next question arises. Does there exist a retraction R : B —♦ S 
being l-set contraction? We do not know the answer. However such retractions do 
not exist among lipschitzian ones.

Theorem II. For any Banach space X, there is no retraction R ■. B —» S being, 
both lipschittian and l-set contraction.

Suppose such mapping R exists. Put T = —R, take any 0 < e < 1 and consider 
the equation x = (1 — e)Tx. The mapping (1— e)T is (1 — e)-set contraction and 
thus due to G. Darbo fixed point theorem has a fixed point. If x = (l-e)Tx, then
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II®-T®|| = £ and T2x = -Tx = Rx. Suppose R (and thus T) is lipschitzian with 
constant k. Thus we have 2 = ||T2x-Tx|| < fc||®-T®|| = he and since e can be taken 
arbitrarily small we have a contradiction.

The question whether there exists a retraction R : D —» S being l-set contraction 
in C[0,1] or in any other Banach space remains open.
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STRESZCZENIE

Niech X będzie przestrzenią Banacha i niech ki(X) będzie kresem dolnym liczb k takich, że 
istnieje w tej przestrzeni retrakęja kuli do sfery mająca stalą Darboux równą k. W pracy wykazano,
ż. *,(C(0;il)-i.
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